SEWING PROJECT EXHIBIT CARD—Grade 3-4
Fill out ONE card for each sewing exhibit, regardless of number of articles. Attach completed card to your exhibit.

Name___________________________________________County ___________________

Type of article(s)__________________________________Use of item(s):______________

Mark skills included in your exhibit:

**Grade 3**  Choose at least 2 skills:
___Insert elastic or drawstring
___Sew and trim a crotch curve
___Machine topstitch hems
___Use a simple seam finish
___Stitch in the ditch

**Grade 4**  Seam finishes are recommended on all exposed seams. Plus choose at least 2 skills:
___Use interfacing
___Staystitch and understitch
___Apply a facing or binding
___Stitch curved seams
___Trim and grade seams
___Work with fiberfill
___Machine topstitch hems
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